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This book has been compiled from my Tarot and Essential Oil series on my blog

suzannerbanks
These articles appeared over a 6 month period with the intention to bring some fun
into aromatherapy. I have used the most common oils in my recipes so all essential oil
lovers can find them easy to follow, and have edited the recipes slightly so this book
would flow better. There are similar recipes in some chapters, and some oils make
many appearances so the most important thing to remember is to use your intention
when you make an oil recipe. If 5 people made the same essential oil recipe you
would be amazed that there would be 5 blends, that differ slightly.
You are the alchemist of your life so starting using the magical powers of essential oils
now.
My new book “Revelation! Reveal Your Destiny with Essential Oils” will be published
soon, but in the meantime please enjoy this book and my blog too.

Thank you,
Suzanne

About Me
I have been a practising Aromatherapist for 15 years and during that time I’ve had a
wide variety of experience. Some of my clients have been with me for more than 10
years, and I’ve has treated many clients through their pregnancies, and even treat
some of the children today.
Although my focus is on body work using a blend of Aromatherapy, remedial and
Swedish techniques incorporating Reiki and energetic healing, I’ve also had many
great Aromatherapy experiences.
Suzanne’s reputation for relaxing healing treatments has led to a long list of clients
including Kylie Minogue, Louise L. Hay and Doreen Virtue.
My passion for scent, and creating scented spaces has been instrumental my work,
producing aromatic experiences for 3 major Sydney dance parties, corporate events
and retreats including an intensive week meditation retreat with Deepak Chopra “Seduction of Spirit”.
I am now working on my new range of perfumes, to coincide with my new book
about creating your life with aromatherapy.
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Copyright © 2014
All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval
system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical,
photocopying, recording, scanning, or otherwise, without the prior written permission
of the publisher.
The original drawings from the Rider-Waite tarot deck by Pamela Colman Smith in
1911, are now in the public domain, and I do not claim copyright on these drawings.

Disclaimer
The information shared in this blog is not intended to be used in place of medical
advice from a professional. All information shared is general and not specific to
individuals. The articles represent my personal experience with aromatherapy and
how I use it in my life. Do not attempt to treat serious medical conditions with essential
oils without consulting a qualified practitioner, either traditional or conventional. I
disclaim all responsibility for any adverse reactions caused by inappropriate or
uneducated use of essential oils, or poor quality essential oils.
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0 THE FOOL
Ah The Fool! Courage, naivety, adventure, passion and living in the moment is the
message of this card. You may have noticed the number of this card is "0" and it can
be seen as falling at the beginning of the series of the 22 Major Arcana cards (0-21).
As we journey through the major arcana, it is almost as if we are following The Fool on
his journey through the material world, and experience the lessons he is learning too.
This card is the card of pure potentiality - anything can happen! If this card comes to
you in a reading it may be indicating you need to jump into something
wholeheartedly and trust the universe will support you through your ups and downs. Is
it a business venture, a new romance, a move overseas? Whatever it is you are being
encouraged to try it anyway. The white dog in the picture may represent your animal
instincts that can warn you of any dangers ahead so what are you waiting for? Take
a leap of faith as The Fool is doing here - let's face it he's just about to jump off a cliff
without looking!
He's a happy chap our Fool. He has magical powers represented by the wand but he
hasn't enough experience to use them yet. The only way to discover your own magic
powers is to go out in the world and give it a go! You've got the power! This card also
has a feeling of lightness, and a sense of being carefree. Maybe you need to force
yourself to do something different that will get your energy vibed up and allow a
feeling of complete freedom.
Just as the fool is starting his journey by walking off the side of a mountain with a smile
on his face, you too can have this feeling with adding some essential oils to your life.

1. Open The Bottle and Take a Huge Whiff
Petitgrain - my oil of pure potentiality
Palmarosa - flexibility
Black Pepper - courage
Rose - self nurturing
Frankincense - take a deep breath and do it!
Lavender - consolidate your energy
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2. Nourishing Body Oil Blend
For a coat of your body use 3 teaspoons of carrier oil in a little dish and, add 7 - 8
drops of essential oil.
***** Always put the drops of essential oil into the bottle or dish first, then add the
carrier oil. It gives the scents time to create a synergistic fusion.
For a 50ml bottle of oil add 25 drops and see my articles
“Ratios for Blending Essential Oils - A Reminder of the Basics” and
“Aromatherapy – It’s Easy as 1 2 3”

"New Beginnings"
Starting things afresh can be a little scary so use these oils to help you Lavender

3 drops

Petitgrain

4 drops

"Leap of Faith"
Take a leap of faith just like The Fool Black Pepper 1 drop
Mandarin
Cypress

3 drops
3 drops

"I'm Never Alone"
The universe always responds to your creative endeavours Rosemary
Rose 3%

1 drops
12 drops

* see my article for more info on 3% blends in jojoba

Lemongrass 2 drops
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I THE MAGICIAN
This card is great! You can feel the power just by looking at him. He's an alchemist in
the most natural, original state. He is number 1 in the major arcana of the tarot which
signifies he is the first energy of physical manifestation we see. The Magician will come
to you in a reading if you either greatly need his energy, you need to hear his
message or you are experiencing this at the present time. And of course, this is true
for all the cards.
He is using all the elements of the tarot - swords (air, mental), cups (water, emotional),
pentacles (physical, earth) and wands (fire, spirituality). He is also calling on the
energy of heaven and earth (the universe) to bring everything together to create
instant manifestation. So this card is acknowledging your power to use the resources
at hand to change your life, create a new business venture and/or see the fruition of
your hard work towards a project.This card is telling you you can do it! You have
everything at your fingertips to create what you want and the time is now!
You have hopefully come through challenges previously so this is not a time for delay.
This is not a time for study or gathering information, it is a time for action. Add your
intention into your resources and will and you will have no option but to succeed. The
flow of energy around you can be harnessed as you are in the flow of life and
connected to everything around you.
Lets look at some oils and formulas you could use to support your quest for
manifestation –

1. Open The Bottle and Take a Huge Whiff
Cypress - a quick cleanse and connection to your spiritual self
Rosewood - open your heart chakra to allow the flow of love of the universe
May Chang - you are the alchemist of your own life
Palmarosa - be flexible too

2. Scent Your Space
In a traditional oil burner with a candle or a diffuser add 25 drops of oil
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"The Time is Now"
This is the right time to go for it Black pepper

8 drops

Pine

6 drops

Orange

11 drops

"Finally"
Congratulate yourself for doing the hard work and seeing the results Spearmint

8 drops

Palmarosa

8 drops

May Chang

9 drops

3. Personal Aura Cleansing Mist & Room Mist
In a 50ml mist bottle filled with water add 25 drops of oil (depending on the
packaging you have, you may need to use a little alcohol -like vodka- at the bottom
of your bottle first, so the oils disperse into smaller drops to prevent clogging the
atomiser top. I’ve found sometimes it works just with water, and sometimes it doesn’t)

"More Please"
Allow yourself to create what you want Myrrh

5 drops

Clary Sage

5 drops

Cinnamon

5 drops

Lime

10 drops
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"Thanks"
Give praise for all the great things you have created Bergamot

10 drops

Cedarwood Atlas 8 drops
Palmarosa

7 drops
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II HIGH PRIESTESS
Listen to your inner voice.
Trust your intuition.
Allow the thin veil of illusion (maya) to fall away between your conscious and
subconscious mind.
The High Priestess is the bold feminine, intuitive energy of the major arcana in the
tarot. She is the one who is connected to her emotions and the power of the moon
and the invisible cycles. She is calm, contained, and her deep wisdom shines through.
She is supported by the twin pillars of Boaz and Jachin from Solomon’s Temple - a very
long and interesting story there. The pomegranates also appeared on the twin pillars
and are adorning the curtain behind the priestess. They represent possibility, sexuality
and according to Biddy Tarot, duty.
The High Priestess is about the dark feminine knowledge, the witch, the power of
psychic forces and the wisdom of the ages. She is the gateway to the underworld.
She is the all-knowing feminine power.
When The High Priestess shows up in a reading she may be asking you to recall
ancient wisdom to help you on your present journey. You may need to take a break
from the madness of everyday life, be calm and meditate.
You are wise, but at this time you may need to pay attention to your inner world more
than your external world. It's time to develop your intuition and rely on yourself.
Are you looking for a deeper meaning in your life? Maybe you have a new interest in
philosophy and metaphysics? The High Priestess will help you with her knowledge of
the collective unconscious. What essential oils could help you look within?
1. Scent Your Space
In a traditional oil burner with a candle or a diffuser add 25 drops of oil.
"Sacred Space"
Create a beautiful space to meditate in Frankincense

10 drops

Rose Geranium

8 drops

Lime

6 drops

Spikenard

1 drop
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"Retreat"
Have a break from the outside world Juniper

10 drops

Fennel

6 drops

Mandarin

9 drops

"Dreams"
Allow your dreams to point the way Clary Sage

5 drops

Peru Balsam

10 drops

Nutmeg

5 drops

Lavender

5 drops

2. Pure Pulse Point Perfume
In a little dish mix these oils and anoint your pulse points or chakras - 3 drops of
essential oils and dilute with a few drops of carrier oil - always patch test first!
"Psychic River"
Open your psychic channels - anoint your third eye chakra
Basil

1 drop

Frankincense 1 drop
Bergamot

1 drop
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"Speak the Truth"
Let your knowledge flow - anoint your throat chakra Sage

1 drop

Myrrh

1 drop

Geranium 1 drop

"The Heart Knows"
Rely on your intuition, which may speak through your heart Rosewood

1 drop

Rose 3%

2 drops * see my article for more info on 3% blends in jojoba

Patchouli

1 drop
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III THE EMPRESS
Awww beautiful! This card makes me feel good. It's about youth, potential and being
connected to nature.
This young Empress is surrounded by the bounty of nature with the pattern of
pomegranates on her robe. When I was learning the tarot I was told the Empress is
pregnant and is the archetypal earth mother. Some translations don't necessarily see
her as pregnant but when you look at her quite closely she does seem to be with
child. It could also indicate a new idea or birth of a business too.
The card is number 3 of the major arcana and is placed there because she carries an
important message. She is the High Priestess personified - the actual mother figure
that nurtures everything and everyone around her.
The Empress asks us to explore our feminine side - even if you are a man! When she
shows up it may mean you need to pay more attention to nurturing yourself, or simply
experience the joys of nature. Maybe you need to get out of the city and allow the
energy of mother earth to balance you?
It's a card of the abundance of nature and the feminine power that drives birth. This
card is governed by Venus, which is the planet that involves love, beauty, enjoyment
and the joys of living in this amazing world. It's about the good stuff! The Empress will
come to you if you need to remind yourself of the beauty of life.
It's time to awaken to the world around you and to experience what life has to offer
you. Use all your senses and express your creativity. There's nothing more creative
than making a baby, starting a new business or simply making art. Do it now!
Scent is part of the beauty we have at our fingertips so let's have a look at what oils
could help you embody The Empress energy:

1. Personal Aura Cleansing Mist & Room Mist
In a 50ml mist bottle filled with water add 25 drops of oil (depending on the
packaging you have, you may need to use a little alcohol -like vodka- at the bottom
of your bottle first, so the oils disperse into smaller drops to prevent clogging the
atomiser top. I’ve found sometimes it works just with water, and sometimes it doesn’t)
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"Goddess of Love"
Bring Venus and The Empress into your aura and personify love Geranium

6 drops

Patchouli

3 drops

Rosewood

8 drops

Bergamot

8 drops

"Balance"
Bring the outdoors to you Siberian Fir

10 drops

Orange

10 drops

Cedarwood Himalyan

5 drops

"Sensuality"
Allow yourself to be sensual Ylang Ylang

8 drops

Sandalwood 6 drops
Mandarin

11 drops

2. Nourishing Body Oil Blend
For a coat of your body use 3 teaspoons of carrier oil in a little dish and, add 7 - 8
drops of essential oil.
***** Always put the drops of essential oil into the bottle or dish first, then add the
carrier oil. It gives the scents time to create a synergistic fusion.
For a 50ml bottle of oil add 25 drops and see my article
“Ratios for Blending Essential Oils - A Reminder of the Basics” and
“Aromatherapy – It’s Easy as 1 2 3”
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"I Wanna Create!"
Get your creative juices flowing Basil

1 drop

Rosemary

2 drops

Black Spruce

3 drops

Rose Geranium 1 drop

"Sensory Stimulation"
Remind yourself you are here to experience

-

Spearmint

2 drops

Lavender

3 drops

Vanilla CO2

2 drops * see my article for more info on CO2 extracts
What are CO2 Extracts in the World of Aromatherapy?
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IV THE EMPEROR
The Emperor falls into a “not quite sure about these guys” group (for me), which
includes Justice and The Hierophant. They aren't very pretty cards and they have
strong masculine energies. Having said all that the Emperor has some good things to
say. There's no mucking around with this guy and it's the energy of Aries the Ram at
play. Aries rules the head and decision-making and the Emperor is all about being
level headed, and making decisions that will benefit him in the long run.
The Emperor is the provider, and is like a father figure who has provided for everyone.
His classic long white beard shows him as the patriarch who has been around for a
long time. His armour indicates that he has been in battles and survived because of
his decision-making and power. He has built his fortune on good decisions and hard
work and emits an energy of rugged yet serene masculinity.
When The Emperor shows up in a tarot reading you may be in a time of your life when
you want to lay solid foundations for your future - like laying foundations before
building a house. You may want to, or be forced to, take on more responsibility,
which will be helpful for the future.
The Emperor could be asking you to make a plan for the future and be rational and
methodical about what issues are in front of you right now. In numerology the
number four is the number of solidity and getting sensible about your future. It's the
foundations stage, which is important when building something. The Emperor got to
be where he is now by doing this well.
This card is not about indecision or chaos. It's about law and order, stability and
security, confidence and leadership! What essential oils could you use to inspire these
qualities?
1. Open The Bottle and Take a Huge Whiff
The easiest way to inspire yourself is to simply smell an essential oil. The molecules will
go straight to your brain through your nose and create change Rosemary - stimulate your mind
Basil - open awareness and expand your mind
Lavender - solidify your energy and make calm decisions
Clary sage - let your dreams guide you
Lemon - refresh your mind and reload new information
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3. Personal Aura Cleansing Mist & Room Mist
In a 50ml mist bottle filled with water add 25 drops of oil (depending on the
packaging you have, you may need to use a little alcohol -like vodka- at the bottom
of your bottle first, so the oils disperse into smaller drops to prevent clogging the
atomiser top. I’ve found sometimes it works just with water, and sometimes it doesn’t)

"Inspiration"
Take a deep breath and allow the answer to come to you Bergamot

15 drops

Cedarwood Atlas

5 drops

Pine

5 drops

"Decisions, Decisions"
Clear your mind to make a clear decision Rosemary

10 drops

Mandarin

10 drops

Lemongrass

5 drops

"Analogue"
Plan for the future Frankincense

8 drops

Lime

5 drops

Rosewood

8 drops

Black Pepper

4 drops
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V THE HEIROPHANT
I must say when I was learning about the tarot I never really got a strong vibe for this
card when it came up in a reading. Perhaps it was the religious imagery I didn’t like,
even though the main figure seems quite kind and placid. The monks in the
foreground are being blessed by the priest, who is holding a triple cross – religious
overload! As with all tarot cards there are many symbols embedded in the image
that spark reactions and hint to meanings of the card in general.
Anyway, The Hierophant is here to let us know that if we are studying, learning
anything in any form, we now have the power to take it to the next level. It could also
mean we need a deeper understanding of our spirituality and this could be the sign
we need to take that step. This card also represents marriage ordained by the church
and religious elders.
Are you being challenged by an authority figure or feeling controlled by an
institution? If so, The Hierophant will show up helping you to release your feelings of
being blocked by others. Maybe this is a time to keep your continuing spiritual
practice (going deeper within) and allow others - who appear to have authority continue on their path. It may also indicate that this is a time not to rock the boat, but
to abide by the rules and laws that govern us. It indicates the opposite to having free
will and being totally creative.
It is a great card to meditate on now for those who are demanding marriage
equality. We need balance with the relationship between the people, those in
power, and our growing need for a deeper spiritual connection between us all. So I
suppose this card is also about fairness and equality.
What essential oils could embody this card? The issues are fairness, marriage, deeper
spirituality and the balance of power. Hmmmm.
1. Personal Aura Cleansing Mist & Room Mist
In a 50ml mist bottle filled with water add 25 drops of oil (depending on the
packaging you have, you may need to use a little alcohol -like vodka- at the bottom
of your bottle first, so the oils disperse into smaller drops to prevent clogging the
atomiser top. I’ve found sometimes it works just with water, and sometimes it doesn’t)
“Will You Same Sex Marry Me”
Propose now, why wait?
Sandalwood Indian
Lemon

8 drops
10 drops

Ylang Ylang

4 drops

Rose Geranium

3 drops
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“My Own Mantra”
Release the bonds of traditional religions and find a deeper spirituality –
Cypress

10 drops

Orange

10 drops

Cedarwood Atlas

5 drops

“I’ll Agree to Disagree”
Follow the rules this time to make it easier –
Lavender

8 drops

Ginger

8 drops

Lemon myrtle

8 drops

Vetiver

1 drop

2. Open The Bottle and Take a Huge Whiff
German Chamomile – instant relaxation
Palmarosa – being flexible with inflexible rules
Spikenard – a deep connection to spirituality
Juniper – release the old and unwanted
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VI THE LOVERS
Ah the lovers. It's always interesting when this card shows up in reading because there
is hidden meaning in the symbols - as with all the tarot cards. When I was learning the
tarot I always remembered this card was just as much about choice, as about love.
You can see the resemblance to The Devil, which is very much about choice.
Our lovers stand before us, naked, and representing Adam and Eve, with the apple
tree and the snake in the background. The apples represent the choices between
right and wrong, good and evil; however we know these degrees of behaviour lie
within us, not without. The Bible story tells us that Eve had a choice to eat the apple or
not. She did. The rest is history (or should I say her-story).
The sun is shining brightly indicating happiness and growth, and the 12 flamed tree
behind our man indicates the 12 zodiac signs and his greatest desire for passion and
sex.
And yes this card is about LOVE! Maybe it has popped up in your reading because
you've just met someone interesting, maybe it's because you are looking for love or
maybe you need to love yourself more before you can share with another?
There is duality in this card as it is ruled by Gemini, so these two could even be seen as
the masculine and feminine parts of yourself, and a desire to achieve inner harmony.
The love in this card is divined by God, represented by Archangel Raphael who is the
healer. Maybe some of your relationships need healing?
Hey - and maybe this card is just about good old fashioned romantic love,
orchestrated by the angels and created by you.
Let's get into some great essential oils for love:

1. Pure Pulse Point Perfume
In a little dish mix these oils and anoint your pulse points or chakras - 3 drops of
essential oils and dilute with a few drops of carrier oil - always patch test first!
"Feminine Love"
Nurture yourself Rose 3% straight from the bottle

* see my article for more info on 3% blends injojoba
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"Butterflies"
When you are a bit nervous with a new love or a first date Neroli 3% straight from the bottle

* see my article for more info on 3% blends in jojoba

"Come Hither"

Oils for seduction Ylang Ylang

1 drop

Sandalwood Indian 1 drop
Mandarin

1 drop

2. Scent Your Space
In a traditional oil burner with a candle or a diffuser add 25 drops of oil

"I'm Gonna Love You, Love You, Love You"
Get in the mood Orange

8 drops

Rose Geranium

5 drops

Cedarwood Virginian

6 drops

Juniper

6 drops

"Love is in the Air"
Try this light and breezy love blend Bergamot

12 drops

Patchouli

5 drops

Rosewood

8 drops
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VII THE CHARIOT
I. Love. This. Card.
Power!
Strength!
Will!
Destiny!
And sphinxes!
I love it when this card comes up in a reading because it's about going out into the
big wide world and creating your life. It could be about getting a new job and diving
into it wholeheartedly. The card could be asking you to make decisions about how
you want to be in the world - how do you see yourself functioning? Do you want to
be successful (whatever that means to you), do you want to use your creative genius
to drive you life or maybe you need to garner the energy to move forward in your
life?
The twin sphinxes - I'm not sure about them but I interpret this very strong image as
being a representation of polarities - positive and negative, black and white. To go
out into the world and be confident and successful we do need a good sense of
ourselves and be able to balance our positive and negative sides.
This is a card about action and desire. Dream it. Do it! Use your mind and brainpower
to create your life the way you've always imagined it to be. If this is a new way of
doing things for you then it requires an unwavering confidence in yourself - and
sometimes that's hard. Fake it til you make it! With the energy of the Chariot card you
will make it by acknowledging all the different sides of yourself and moving forward
anyway.
I have formed a strong connection with black pepper oil and The Chariot. It's hard for
me to think of one without the other. Here are some recipes to invoke the energy of
The Chariot:

1. Open The Bottle and Take a Huge Whiff
Black pepper - warmth and courage
Ylang Ylang - love yourself and release resentment
Lavender - strength and solidarity
Rosemary - activate your mind
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2. Pure Pulse Point Perfume
In a little dish mix these oils and anoint your pulse points or chakras - 3 drops of
essential oils and dilute with a few drops of carrier oil - always patch test first!
"Forward, Ho!"
Have the courage to do it Black pepper 2 drops
Petitgrain

1 drop

"Run Don't Walk"
Get cracking NOW Basil

1 drop

Lemon

2 drops

"Clear the Path"
Inhale and make way for new things Peppermint 1 drop
Orange

1 drop

Geranium

1 drop

3. Nourishing Body Oil Blend
For a coat of your body use 3 teaspoons of carrier oil in a little dish and, add 7 - 8
drops of essential oil.
***** Always put the drops of essential oil into the bottle or dish first, then add the
carrier oil. It gives the scents time to create a synergistic fusion.
For a 50ml bottle of oil add 25 drops and see my articles
“Ratios for Blending Essential Oils - A Reminder of the Basics” and
“Aromatherapy – It’s Easy as 1 2 3”
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"Warm Up"
Get limber for your journey Rosemary

3 drops

Jasmine 3%

9 drops * see my article for more info on 3% blends in jojoba

"Release"
Allow nervousness to float away Neroli 3%

8 drops * see my article for more info on 3% blends in jojoba

Cedarwood Atlas 4 drops
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VIII STRENGTH
I've always loved this card.
As a learner many years ago I was scared of the lion until we ventured further into the
meaning of the card. Our lady is "taming the lion" with her soft yet powerful feminine
energy. She is also gaining strength from the lion too. They make a great pair and the
lion is very happy to be at her side. She is not using physical, external strength, but an
inner compassion and knowing. The lady and the lion are spiritually connected and
honour each other.
Our lovely young maiden also has the infinity symbol over her head, indicating she is
connected to the flow of life. Her awareness of the never-ending circle of existence
gives her even more strength to connect with everything around her and appreciate
the beauty of life.
The card may also indicate it is a time for you to look within and gain your own
personal strength from the knowledge of the universe rather than pressing forward
with your intellect. You will attain more by using subtlety than by outer force.
So what essential oils and essential oil blends could represent this card, and it's
meanings for you in your day? Try these recipes –

1. Nourishing Body Oil Blend
For a coat of your body use 3 teaspoons of carrier oil in a little dish and, add 7 - 8
drops of essential oil.
***** Always put the drops of essential oil into the bottle or dish first, then add the
carrier oil. It gives the scents time to create a synergistic fusion.
For a 50ml bottle of oil add 25 drops and see my articles
“Ratios for Blending Essential Oils - A Reminder of the Basics” and
“Aromatherapy – It’s Easy as 1 2 3”
"Subtle and Sweet"
To align with your inner sweetness Peru Balsam

4 drops

Palmarosa

2 drops

Rose Geranium 2 drops
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"Lemniscate"
Open your crown chakra to allow the flow of knowledge from the universe Clary Sage

2 drops

Petitgrain

4 drops

Lavender

2 drops

2. Pure Pulse Point Perfume
In a little dish mix these oils and anoint your pulse points or chakras - 3 drops of
essential oils and dilute with a few drops of carrier oil - always patch test first!

"Lioness"
Be brave - you can do it Clove

1 drop

Everlasting

1 drop

Lemon

1 drop

"Feminine Wiles"
Get what you want without anyone even realising it Ylang Ylang 2 drops
Nutmeg

1 drop

3. Scent Your Space
In a traditional oil burner with a candle or a diffuser add 25 drops of oil

"All is Well"
To emit calm and purpose in your environment Marjoram
Lemon
Geranium

8 drops
12 drops
5 drops
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"I've Got the Power"
Remind yourself you are the creator of your own life Fennel

6 drops

Cinnamon 10 drops
Rosewood

9 drops
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IX THE HERMIT
He's old, looks like he's cold, and he's on top of a mountain with a lantern. Notice how
the yellow of the light and his staff jump out in this very grey card. He has taken one
step at a time to reach the pinnacle of his wisdom. His lantern has shown the way. His
lantern represents the wisdom he has gained through deep contemplation and life
experience, and the acknowledgement of his inner light. His staff shows he has
trusted his intuition, and knows that he can trust this part of himself.
When this card comes to you in a reading it's about accessing your inner wisdom to
guide you through this challenging time. It could also mean that in this time in your
life, perhaps you need to look for a counselor or guide to help you find the right path
for yourself.
It could mean this is a time for introspection and even isolation from the world so you
can actually find quiet, to allow the divine intelligence of the universe to shine
through you. This connection to universal energy may give you the space to find the
inner peace you need right now. It is definitely a time to withdraw from the outside so
you can turn your awareness inward to access the secrets of the multiverse. This can
be a lonely life for the spiritual warrior and often very devoted spiritual people to find
solace in being alone. It is in this state of being quiet, that the soul can soar in all
directions of the space-time continuum. This is the great philosophical card of the
major arcana.
Could this mean you are the wise person in someone's life right now? Perhaps you
need to become aware that your wisdom can help others and it's time to share your
light with the world. Are you a light worker that has hidden away from the world
because you feel you are inadequate? It's time to claim your place in the evolution
of humanity and allow your wisdom to flow!
SO what essential oils could we use to access this state of calm, inner peace and
spiritual enhancement?
1. Open The Bottle and Take a Huge Whiff
Black spruce - expansion of higher consciousness (my new fave oil)
Frankincense - deep breathing, meditation
Sandalwood Indian - the classic spiritual oil
Marjoram - relax, be calm
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2. Pure Pulse Point Perfume
In a little dish mix these oils and anoint your pulse points or chakras - 3 drops of
essential oils and dilute with a few drops of carrier oil - always patch test first!

"I Am Willing"
Gain courage to look within Black pepper

1 drop

Roman Chamomile 3%

4 drops * see my article for more info on 3% blends in jojoba

"Meditate"
Slow down your breath and just be Frankincense 2 drops
Peru Balsam 1 drop

"One Step at a Time"
Start your process of inner evaluation slowly o it doesn't freak you out Vetiver

1 drop

Marjoram

1 drop

Jasmine 3%

3 drops * see my article for more info on 3% blends in jojoba
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X WHEEL OF FORTUNE
Oh yeah this is a good one. If this card comes up in a reading it will make you feel
positive and hopeful. As with all the tarot cards the symbols are important and this
card has heaps! It has the four fixed signs of the zodiac and according to Biddy Tarot,
they all have wings "signifying stability amidst movement and change". There is also a
sphinx (Horus, God of Resurrection), Anubis (giver of life) and a snake (transformation)
as well as the letters spelling "Tora" or "Taro". They can also be read as "orat" (to
speak), "rota" (wheel) and "ator" (Egyptian Goddess of the Dead). Phew!
There are also 4 Hebrew letters, which can be interpreted as God, and the symbols
for mercury, sulphur, salt and water. These are symbols indicating the power of
alchemy and the ability to create new things and transform elements into new
compounds.
So the Wheel of Fortune is about movement, change and transformation. It also
indicates success and good fortune, which is what we all want to hear. When this
card comes up in a reading it may be mirroring your current circumstances or it may
be asking you to make determined physical changes in your life.
Taking control of the wheels of your life may be just what you need. Steer your life into
uncharted territory and allow the energy of this movement to open new doors for
you. The seasons and cycles of life wait for no man so why fight against it? Maybe
you have been disconnected from the life cycles of earth - get out into nature and
fully experience these changes with gusto. Align yourself with the magnetic energy of
the universe and it may then be easier to accept more success and abundance into
your life.
Get the wheels of life moving if you are feeling stuck. travel would be a great
antidote, as would be meditating on this great tarot card.
This card could also represent the way "fate" plays with us, and may be asking you to
open your awareness to the world to see how the web of life is "entangled" with
everyone in the universe.
Awaken your senses to the possibilities of new things in your life by using some
essential oils to invoke the Wheel of Fortune.

1. Open The Bottle and Take a Huge Whiff
Cedarwood Atlas - abundance
Cardamom - flow of energy in and around your body
Palmarosa - flexibility and happiness
Cinnamon - love what you do for work and abundance will flow
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2. Scent Your Space
In a traditional oil burner with a candle or a diffuser add 25 drops of oil
"River"
Get your energy moving and flowing Sage

5 drops

Juniper

5 drops

Rosemary

5 drops

Mandarin 10 drops

"Wheel of Fortune"
Take risks and see what opens up for you Pine

8 drops

Frankincense

8 drops

Black Pepper

4 drops

Orange

5 drops

"Lady Luck"
Be happy, positive and grateful and you will be in the flow of life Rose Geranium

8 drops

Mandarin

8 drops

Patchouli

4 drops

May Chang

5 drops
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XI JUSTICE
Justice is number 11 in the major arcana and speaks for itself really. It looks a lot like
the Hierophant and also The Emperor.
It's a card about balance and justice for all, and if this card shows up in a reading it
could mean many things. This could be a time for you to be making a decision that
involves others and you are called upon to be fair and just. It's important here to use
your life experience, your mind (the double-edged sword) and your intuition (the
scales). Use all the tools at your disposal to bring about the right outcome.
It could mean that you are one of the people having to accept a decision that has
been made that affects you directly. Are you in the midst of a court case, a
challenge or a dispute that requires mediation? You must accept this decision and
carry on with your life.
Perhaps this card is letting you know that you are in this place in your life because you
have made good decisions throughout your journey. Maybe you are rising to a
position of authority and this card is telling you to always remain fair, just and kind.
Anyway you get the drift! Kindness, fairness, good decisions, use your mind and your
heart in all you do.
What essential oils could we use to embody this card?

1. Open The Bottle and Take a Huge Whiff

Rosewood - flow of love in the heart chakra
Rosemary - stimulate your mind and memory
Basil - open your crown chakra to the wisdom of the universe
Ylang Ylang - release frustration and anger toward others and yourself

2. Scent Your Space
In a traditional oil burner with a candle or a diffuser add 25 drops of oil What better way to help you make big decisions than to vapourise oils in your space?
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"Heart and Mind"
Blend these two areas of power Rosemary

8 drops

Palmarosa

8 drops

Orange

9 drops

"Empathy"
Try to put yourself in the other person's shoes Lime

10 drops

Siberian Fir

10 drops

Geranium

5 drops

"Flow of Energy"
Ask the universe to help you get the right flow going Cardamom
Bergamot

5 drops
10 drops

Lemongrass

5 drops

Wintergreen

5 drops

3. Nourishing Body Oil Blend
For a coat of your body use 3 teaspoons of carrier oil in a little dish and, add 7 - 8
drops of essential oil.
***** Always put the drops of essential oil into the bottle or dish first, then add the
carrier oil. It gives the scents time to create a synergistic fusion.
For a 50ml bottle of oil add 25 drops and see my articles articles
“Ratios for Blending Essential Oils - A Reminder of the Basics” and
“Aromatherapy – It’s Easy as 1 2 3”
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"Ok Concentrate...."
Be clear in your mind by waking up your body too Ginger

3 drops

Lemon

4 drops

Clary Sage

1 drop

"Made with Love"
Use your heart's intelligence Rose 3%

6 drops * see my article for more info 3% blends in jojoba

Cedarwood Atlas

3 drops
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XII THE HANGED MAN
Don't be afraid it's ok! This card is not about hanging yourself - just look at it a little
closer. He seems to be quite ok. He is hanging upside down but is doing so rather
languidly. His free leg is bent with his hands behind his back and although we can't
see if his hands are tied, at closer inspection he doesn't appear to be in any pain or
suffering.
When I was learning the tarot I remember my teacher saying he could be hanging
around waiting for something interesting to happen. Is that you? Are you just pacing
yourself? This card could indicate that it is best to wait for a while for the solution to
appear, rather than to force a solution on an issue or a problem.
Are you stuck and stagnating, or wasting time? Maybe you are too scared to create
your life but know deep inside it's the right thing to do. It could be a time to release
these old patterns and fears that are holding you back.
Our man has a halo around his head indicating he is in touch with his spirituality and
this card may come to you in a reading if it is time to take the high road, let go of
your ego and do what is best for the good of all concerned. So it seems he is hanging
here by choice, he is giving up his freewill for the moment. Perhaps it is a time of
allowing yourself to open your higher chakras to spiritual growth?
This is not a card that requires action. This is a card of allowing.
Allow yourself to be, rather than to do. Reflect and wait.
So which essential oils and blends could represent The Hanged Man and what he is
trying to tell you?
1. Scent Your Space
In a traditional oil burner with a candle or a diffuser add 25 drops of oil

"And...Breathe"
Time to take a moment for yourself Frankincense
Vetiver

10 drops
1 drop

Lavender

7 drops

Bergamot

7 drops
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"I am Willing to Change"
To summon the courage to change your circumstances Ginger

12 drops

Cinnamon

8 drops

Cedarwood Himalayan

5 drops

2. Pure Pulse Point Perfume
In a little dish mix these oils and anoint your pulse points or chakras - 3 drops of
essential oils and dilute with a few drops of carrier oil - always patch test first!
"A Higher Purpose"
Change your focus from ego to spirit Sandalwood Australian 1 drop
Mandarin

1 drop

Palmarosa

1 drop

"Hanging Around"
Be willing to wait Marjoram

1 drop

Roman Chamomile 3% 3 drops * see my article for more info on 3% blends in jojoba
Myrrh

1 drop
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XIII DEATH
DEATH! Don't freak out. This card is a little gruesome but in the end the messages are
positive. The design and imagery are confronting but it doesn't mean you are going
to die (right now), however we will all die from our mortal lives at some time.
What do you think it means? It's about a cycle, a situation or an emotional state
ending. It's a BIG ending, a purge, and it is not without difficulty. Notice that Death is
riding a white horse, which shows there is positivity and movement - movement
toward something new. The sun is also rising showing there is light at the end of this
death. The images on this card are similar to The Sun card too, which is a much
happier and brighter card - perhaps it could even be construed as the opposite to
death.
So if you are wondering "what's next?", perhaps you need to look at patterns and old
ways that need to be removed from your life. By detoxing from the old, you will have
space to create the new. Many tarot cards carry similar messages but of course it
also depends what other cards come up in the reading too. The Death card asks you
to make BIG changes, clear the slate and start again.
You may need to initiate this change yourself because you are feeling stagnant, or
this may be thrust upon you like The Tower card. What essential oils could help you
transition?
1. Open The Bottle and Take a Huge Whiff
Juniper - detox, release the unwanted
Rosemary - stimulate your mind to consciously change
Cinnamon - add some sweetness and find what you love in life - follow your dharma
Lavender - garner strength and energy to help you through this change

2. Nourishing Body Oil Blend
For a coat of your body use 3 teaspoons of carrier oil in a little dish and, add 7 - 8
drops of essential oil.
***** Always put the drops of essential oil into the bottle or dish first, then add the
carrier oil. It gives the scents time to create a synergistic fusion.
For a 50ml bottle of oil add 25 drops and see my articles
“Ratios for Blending Essential Oils - A Reminder of the Basics” and
“Aromatherapy – It’s Easy as 1 2 3”
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"Change Change Change"
When you need to almost force yourself to make changes Cardamom

2 drops

Rosemary

2 drops

Lemon

4 drops

"Even Though It's Cloudy, I know the Sun is There"
Try and see the positive side of this big shock White Grapefruit 3 drops
Mandarin

3 drops

Rose Geranium

2 drops

"Remain Calm"
Stay calm and soothe out of control emotions while going through the Death energyMarjoram
Rose 3%
Myrrh

2 drops
12 drops

* see my article for more info on 3% blends in jojoba

1 drop
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XIV TEMPERANCE
We continue with the lovely card called Temperance. This card is a bit like the
Hierophant card for me - gentle, mild and sometimes it just doesn't jump out at me
with gusto. Depending on what other cards are in the reading, I find it hard to
translate.
A beautiful Angel appears before us in a calm scene in nature. This card has a feeling
of peacefulness and happiness. In the tarot the water represents emotions and also
the subconscious mind. In this card the water is supposed to be flowing upward - from
the bottom cup to the top cup. The overall meaning of the water symbols in this card,
is balance between the subconscious and the conscious mind. It also represents the
balance we need to find between humanity and spirituality. The angels toe in the
water also reflects the interconnectedness between humanity and the divine.
You may need to consciously work on balance after a big change in your life, or
simply be more mindful of taking care of yourself as much as you do with others. This
card could be asking you integrate your spiritual side with your human side to
become whole and to find a deep richness in your life.
This is not a time to rush and achieve but to be calm and stress less. Leave all your
anxiety and tension behind you as this is the first day of the rest of your life - a life of
peace and serenity.
The flow of the water is asking you to become harmonious with nature, and with
yourself. It's a message to acknowledge how far you've come and instils an energy of
beauty to help you carry on.
There are many essential oils that can help inspire peace, beauty and wholeness:

1. Open The Bottle and Take a Huge Whiff
Rose - nurture and love yourself
Fennel - be gentle with yourself too
Orange - inspire sweetness and innocence
Rosewood - enhance the flow of love in your heart
Frankincense - breathe deeply and relax
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2. Pure Pulse Point Perfume
In a little dish mix these oils and anoint your pulse points or chakras - 3 drops of
essential oils and dilute with a few drops of carrier oil - always patch test first!

"Peace"
Allow a sense of peace to fall all around you Patchouli

1 drop

Mandarin

1 drop

Frankincense 1 drop

"Gratitude Gives"
By being grateful you will open up to more beauty and gentility Geranium

1 drop

Australian Sandalwood 1 drop
Black Spruce

1 drop

"Bubbling Brook"
Flow like a little stream Cardamom

1 drop

Cypress

1 drop

May Chang

1 drop
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XV THE DEVIL
Ah yes the Devil! Number 15 in the Major Arcana of a tarot deck.
As INXS sings "devil inside, devil inside, every single one of us the devil inside".
We have good and bad within us. We have "God" and "The Devil" inside us. As we
move through life and experiences we align ourselves with certain feelings and
emotions - even archetypes. So what would it mean if The Devil showed up in a
reading?
At first it's a little scary. As with many of the tarot cards we need to look further into
the symbols and art to see what the card is trying to tell us. This card could easily
represent your addictions which could include drugs, smoking, being addicted to a
type of person or relationship that is not good for us. It's about the addictions we
know are not good for us, but we allow them to rule our life because of the short term
gratification. In the card two people (the lovers?), stand with the half man-half goat
(the devil) with chains around their neck. The chains are loose, and they could
actually remove the chains themselves and walk away. But they don't. They have lost
their own power to the devil (or addiction).
It's a card about exercising your free will and choice. When the devil comes to you it
could mirror your addiction, or be the message that makes you see you need to let
go of the toxic things in your life.
A general feeling of unhappiness and helplessness could surround you, as you feel
you have lost your way and have no idea how to create positive change in your life.
Once again it's about empowering yourself to be able to make the changes you
want and to stop blaming things or people "out there", and start a detox regime to let
go of toxins. Add some self-love into the mix and you will be able gain the
momentum you need to realise you have ultimately had the power all along.
Like The Hanged Man this card is also trying to tell you to look for where you are
stagnating in your life. be assured you can overcome this feeling of being stuck but
you must exercise your will!
Try these essential oils recipes to release addictions and unhappiness –

1. Scent Your Space
In a traditional oil burner with a candle or a diffuser add 25 drops of oil
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"Happy Happy Happy"
Get some good vibes going Orange

10 drops

Rose Geranium

7 drops

Lemongrass

8 drops

"I CAN Do It"
Have a little faith in yourself Spikenard
Peru Balsam
Mandarin

5 drops
10 drops
10 drops

"Start New"
Tomorrow is a new day so start it with some good intentions Rosewood

10 drops

Black Pepper

8 drops

May Chang

8 drops

2. Open The Bottle and Take a Huge Whiff
Basil - open your mind to a new you without addictions or pessimism
Rose - nurture yourself
Ylang Ylang - release resentment and anger
Cedarwood Virginian - allow the flow of harmony in your life
Remember The Devil is about choice - you have this - so don't be afraid to use it!
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XVI

THE TOWER

Oooooooo The Tower card. It usually freaks everyone out when they see it. However
saying that, if someone is having a tarot reading and this card pops up, they are
probably in the throws of the tower energy, just experienced it, or can feel it looming.
So what is it about?
As you can see by the picture, people are leaping from a burning tower, screaming,
plunging to their death. Lightening and flames surround and break down the tower.
The structure will crumble and die, along with the inhabitants. Oh dear.
When I was learning tarot, something about this card stayed with me. The fact that
this seems to be happening as an "act of God" via lightening is an illusion. It is actually
something that you have probably created yourself, but are unaware of the fact. For
example: feeling that you hate your job and really need a change but don't do
anything about it. You think these thoughts over and over again but don't take any
steps to change. Then "all of a sudden" you are fired and completely freak out as
your regular job and wage - your stability - is ripped out beneath you plunging you
into change and fear! The same could be said of any situation like a relationship
breakdown, sudden illness or death.
The Tower represents dismantling of your current circumstances whether you like it or
not. And we all know that when something crumbles, we learn how to survive and
create new ways of approaching life. We may be awakened, when prior the the
event we were blissfully unaware. The universe is demanding that we evolve. Our
subconscious is doing the same. It's our ego that doesn't like it!
The Tower forces us to confront situations, thoughts and emotions that do not serve us,
but that we hold onto as a security blanket. You may be being asked to let go of
outdated structures in your life so you can spiritually evolve.
So what essential oils and essential oil blends could represent this card, and it's
meanings for you in your day? Try these recipes -

1. Nourishing Body Oil Blend
For a coat of your body use 3 teaspoons of carrier oil in a little dish and, add 7 - 8
drops of essential oil.
***** Always put the drops of essential oil into the bottle or dish first, then add the
carrier oil. It gives the scents time to create a synergistic fusion.
For a 50ml bottle of oil add 25 drops and see my articles
“Ratios for Blending Essential Oils - A Reminder of the Basics” and
“Aromatherapy – It’s Easy as 1 2 3”
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"OMG!"
To de-stress German Chamomile 3% 9 drops * see my article for more info on 3% blends in jojoba
Melissa 3%

9 drops * see my article for more info on 3% blends in jojoba

"Get it Together"
Help your major anxiety Vetiver

1 drop

Bergamot

5 drops

Lavender

2 drops

2. Pure Pulse Point Perfume
In a little dish mix these oils and anoint your pulse points or chakras - 3 drops of
essential oils and dilute with a few drops of carrier oil - always patch test first!

"Angels Please Help Me"
Help your heartbreak Rose 3%

as many drops as you need

"Guides Give Me Strength"
Open your crown chakra to receive help and guidance Pink Grapefruit

2 drops

Basil

1 drop

3. Scent Your Space
In a traditional oil burner with a candle or a diffuser add 25 drops of oil
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"I've Got the Power"
Be your own cheerleader in hard times Juniper
Sandalwood
Mandarin

10 drops
5 drops
10 drops

"Peaceful Sleep"
Try and get a good night's sleep to restore your energy Rosewood

8 drops

Lavender

8 drops

Marjoram

8 drops

Vetiver

1 drop
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XVII THE STAR
This card is so pretty and is appealing when it pops out in a card reading. It would be
hard not feel relieved and excited when The Star comes to you. Our lovely maiden is
out there in the night, naked and bathed in starlight. On a very basic level you could
interpret this card as indicating that you are "the star" of your life.
Perhaps you've overcome bad times and now you are feeling supported by the
universe. Or maybe you are in a process of renewal and have a new perspective on
the true meaning of your dharma and destiny. There is lots of love and hope in this
card and it is soft and gentle. You are now connected to your emotions and are in
the flow of life. You are a part of all the elements of nature and give back to the
world with your love and kindness.
This card could also represent your desire to cleanse and detox your life, not only
from within your body, but all your thoughts and surroundings too.
Maybe it's time to let go of situations that no longer serve your greater purpose. You
may have more confidence and self-esteem than before and you have gained this
through your spiritual journey. You are open to receiving the wisdom of the universe
because all your chakras and channels are clear.
It's time to shine and let the world know you are here!
What essential oils could reflect the energy of the star and also bring that energy into
your life?
Try these recipes:
1. Pure Pulse Point Perfume
In a little dish mix these oils and anoint your pulse points or chakras - 3 drops of
essential oils and dilute with a few drops of carrier oil - always patch test first!
"I Am The Star of My Own Life"
To help you remember who you really are Sandalwood Indian

1 drop

May Chang

1 drop

Spearmint

1 drop
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"The Universe is Within Me"
To move from ego to spirit –
Cypress

2 drops

Cardamom 2 drops

"I'm Naked"
Allow your heart to be open to everything Fennel

1 drop

Nutmeg

1 drop

Rose 3%

3 drops

* see my article for more info on 3% blends in jojoba

2. Scent Your Space
In a traditional oil burner with a candle or a diffuser add 25 drops of oil

"Oh Happy Day"
Rejoice in the wonders of life Geranium

8 drops

Mandarin

8 drops

Patchouli

4 drops

Lavender

5 drops
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"Purpose in Life"
To keep you on the path Black Pepper 7 drops
Cinnamon
Orange

8 drops
10 drops

"Welcome"
For a warm, happy atmosphere and to inspire great self-esteem in your guests Ylang Ylang

9 drops

Peru Balsam

8 drops

Rosemary

8 drops
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XVIII THE MOON
Have you been howling at the moon recently? We have had 3 super moons this year,
the last one, just last week. Pretty amazing. We all know how the moon phases especially the full moon - can make us feel a little crazy and emotional. We are
connected to our universe in all respects and the moon represents our subconscious.
What's beneath our sunny side?
I was always a little freaked out by the lobster coming out of the water to bite me.
This could represent dark and hidden fears emerging, or even needing to be
revealed. Either way it's a bit prickly. There is lots of water in the card and in tarot that
speaks about our emotions, as does the moon.
The dog and the wolf show the balance of tame/wild. The moon is also reflected in
the sun which also indicates balance is needed with our conscious and subconscious.
If The Moon comes to you in a reading it could represent a willingness or absolute
need to release deep fears and emotions from the past, to be able to move on.
It is the middle of the night so perhaps you've lost your way or have been blinded by
your dark side of your fears? Maybe you just can't see things clearly?
This could be a time when you are having incredible, wacky dreams. What is your
subconscious trying to tell you?
The Moon could appear if it's a time when you need to rely on your intuition or
develop it. Follow your instincts like the wild wolf! Have courage.
Anyway I'm sure you get the vibe of this card so let's look at what essential oils could
help you acknowledge your fears and release past hurts.

1. Nourishing Body Oil Blend
For a coat of your body use 3 teaspoons of carrier oil in a little dish and, add 7 - 8
drops of essential oil.
***** Always put the drops of essential oil into the bottle or dish first, then add the
carrier oil. It gives the scents time to create a synergistic fusion.
For a 50ml bottle of oil add 25 drops and see my articles
“Ratios for Blending Essential Oils - A Reminder of the Basics” and
“Aromatherapy – It’s Easy as 1 2 3”
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"I am Light and Dark"
Acknowledge your deep fears Geranium

3 drops

Melissa 3% 12 drops

* see my article for more info on 3% blends in jojoba

"Howling at the Moon"
Let your wild side out Black pepper

1 drop

Lemongrass

3 drops

Patchouli

3 drops

"I'm NOT Having a Meltdown"
Support your fragile emotions Fennel

2 drops

May Chang

2 drops

Marjoram

3 drops

2. Scent Your Space
In a traditional oil burner with a candle or a diffuser add 25 drops of oil
"I Get So Emotional Baby"
Everything will be ok Spearmint
Lemon
Siberian Fir

6 drops
10 drops
9 drops
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"Release and Renew"
Purge the old stuff Juniper

8 drops

Pink Grapefruit 15 drops
Lavender

2 drops

"I Accept Myself Completely"
Allow yourself the freedom to feel what you want Cypress

12 drops

Orange

8 drops

Ylang Ylang

5 drops
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XIX THE SUN
Happy, sunny, cute, fun. How could you not love this card? When this card comes to
you in a reading things are looking up, or you are already experiencing the joy and
abundance of life! The sun gives strong radiant energy and makes everything seem
wonderful. The days the sun is shining seem to be a lot friendlier than when it is
obscured, and this energy is the outward energy we can also project to others. Do
you know sunny people? They are the ones that are always happy and joyous, and
you always feel better when you are around them. It's the energy of success!
Success in this card also refers to our ability to merge both our conscious and
subconscious minds, and use this strength to our advantage. It is this very strength
that allows us to feel free, happy and abundant. The baby in this card is naked
showing there's nothing to hide when we know ourselves.
The Sun also represents our journey and how far we have come. It is definitely a card
of progress through tough times, beyond the grey brick wall that holds our past
struggles.
Maybe this card has popped up in a reading because it's time to have some fun and
regain some childlike qualities that you've lost along the way. It's time to open your
heart to the world and have a good belly laugh (naked, on a white horse hahaha)!
There are lots of essential oils you could use to invoke the qualities of this card:
1. Pure Pulse Point Perfume
In a little dish mix these oils and anoint your pulse points or chakras - 3 drops of
essential oils and dilute with a few drops of carrier oil - always patch test first!
"I'm Naked…Again"
Loose all inhibitions and laugh!
Mandarin

2 drops

Rose Geranium 1 drop

"Kings to Me"
Enjoy your success even if it's just a little thing Ylang Ylang

1 drop

Bergamot

1 drop

Black Spruce

1 drop
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"Here Comes The Sun"
As The Beatles say - it's alright!
Ginger

1 drop

Lime

1 drop

Vetiver

1 drop

2. Scent Your Space
In a traditional oil burner with a candle or a diffuser add 25 drops of oil

"Shiny, Shiny"
Get a happy, giggly, fun vibe going Orange

10 drops

Palmarosa

5 drops

Lemongrass 5 drops
Geranium

5 drops

"Success is Mine"
Summon the courage to manifest good things Cedarwood Atlas

8 drops

Lavender

8 drops

Lemon myrtle

9 drops
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"Calm Seas"
Believe you are the creator of your success and that it doesn't have to be difficult Sandalwood Indian

6 drops

Sage

6 drops

Petitgrain

10 drops

Everlasting

3 drops
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XX JUDGEMENT
Number 20 in the major arcana is the Judgement card. There are quite a few dead
people and the Angel Gabriel heralding a message from God. I do like this card, and
as with many of the tarot cards, at first glance it looks a bit creepy but has a positive
message. This card is about truth and dharma, how you live your life. When the
"judgement day" comes, and you are called to the pearly gates of heaven, can you
say you have lived your life with purpose and in your own truth? Have you inspired
others to reach their personal heights? Have you remained true to the laws of the
universe? Have you been kind to others?
When this card comes to you in a reading it may be suggesting you need to re-focus
your energy, get yourself back on track. It could be a call to move forward in your life
and allow your real self to emerge. Shed your skin and don't be afraid to embrace
your higher purpose, your dharma, your spirituality.
This could be a time to try to see things from a new perspective, which could in turn
lead to you making positive changes in your life.
Call on the Archangel Gabriel (the healer) to help you find your true purpose in life
and use some essential oils with your very best intention.
1. Nourishing Body Oil Blend
For a coat of your body use 3 teaspoons of carrier oil in a little dish and, add 7 - 8
drops of essential oil.
***** Always put the drops of essential oil into the bottle or dish first, then add the
carrier oil. It gives the scents time to create a synergistic fusion.
For a 50 ml bottle of oil add 25 drops and see my articles
“Ratios for Blending Essential Oils - A Reminder of the Basics” and
“Aromatherapy – It’s Easy as 1 2 3”

"Release the Need to Judge"
Allow yourself to shed the old Juniper

3 drops

Rosewood 3 drops
Lavender

2 drops
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"What is My Purpose in Life?"
Find your dharma Petitgrain

3 drops

Cedarwood Himalayan
Mandarin

2 drops
2 drops

"Healing"
Gabriel will help you emerge as a healed soul Rose 3%
Nutmeg

12 drops *see my article for more info on 3% blends in jojoba
2 drops

2. Pure Pulse Point Perfume
In a little dish mix these oils and anoint your pulse points or chakras - 3 drops of
essential oils and dilute with a few drops of carrier oil - always patch test first!

"Back on Track"
Re-focus to what really matters to you Basil
Orange

1 drop
2 drops

"Movin' On"
Keep going!
Rosemary

1 drop

May Chang 2 drops
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"Transformation!"
Emerge as a new person Spikenard

1 drop

Lime

2 drops
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XXI THE WORLD
You’ve made it!
Ah this is a lovely card and you don't have to be a genius to know it has a good vibe
about it. It is the last card - 21- in the Major Arcana which signifies completion,
success and happiness. The journey through all the other cards has been up and
down and you have come a long way through all those trials to a happy ending.
If The World card comes to you and you don't resonate with success then maybe you
need to look back at where you were last year and celebrate the little achievements
along the way. It could mean that you are about to finally see success manifested in
your life.
The World may also mean an era coming to an end with new beginnings in sight, or
just over the horizon. It is a happy card, and our lady is surrounded by a never-ending
wreath, which indicates winning. The wreath is tied at the top and the bottom with a
lemniscate, which is the infinite flow of life. This is a time to rejoice and acknowledge
yourself.
It is not a time of reflection or change, it is a time of celebration. Maybe you are
actually going out into the world to travel, or launch yourself into the world with new
skills that you have acquired.
Rejoice, be confident have a party.
What oils could embody the feeling of The World card? Maybe you want to invoke
this feeling or you could be in this moment right now. Here are some oils and recipes
to try along side this powerful card –

1. Open The Bottle and Take a Huge Whiff
Cedarwood Virginian - you are living your dharma
Cedarwood Atlas - connect to the abundance of success all around you
Lime - woo hoo you are happy - acknowledge your efforts
Petitgrain - if you are not feeling outwardly successful this will help connect to the
potential of manifestation
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2. Pure Pulse Point Perfume
In a little dish mix these oils and anoint your pulse points or chakras - 3 drops of
essential oils and dilute with a few drops of carrier oil - always patch test first!

"I've got the Power"
Success!
Thyme

1 drop

Mandarin

1 drop

Melissa 3%

3 drops * see my article for more info on 3% blends in jojoba

"The Little Engine that Could"
You're almost there - you can do it!
Sandalwood Australian 1 drop
Geranium

1 drop

Peru balsam

1 drop

3. Scent Your Space
In a traditional oil burner with a candle or a diffuser add 25 drops of oil

"Thank you, Me"
Give yourself praise for all the little things you've achieved Lavender

8 drops

Bergamot

12 drops

Palmarosa

5 drops
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"Let's Have a Kiki"
Celebrate with a party vibe in your home Orange

10 drops

Ylang Ylang

5 drops

Pine

5 drops
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